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1) NO RUNNERS
2) ONE MAN ON 1st, 1st AND 3RD, 2nd and 3rd, 3rd and BASES LOADED
3) ONE MAN ON 2nd or 1ST AND 2nd.

BASE UMPIRE POSITIONS:

1) NO RUNNERS
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territory. If the first baseman is playing at the edge of the outfield grass, 10 feet behind is
enough. Allow him to react to the ball without running into you. If the first baseman is
playing even with the bag or a little in front of the bag, 15 feet is fine. Let him go first, then
you move accordingly.

2) ONE MAN ON 1s4 1st AND 3RD, 2nd and 3M, 3M and BASES LOADED
The base umpire moves to the infield, positioning himself on a tangent running from home
plate to the edge of the dirt circle around the pitcher's mound, aoout halfway between the
mound and second base. Be square to home plate, with hands on your knees. You are
responsible for watchin$. the pitcher for a balk, plus pick-off attempts at all bases, steals,
and first plays and poss1ble subsequent plays.

3) ONE MAN ON 2nd or 1ST AND 2nd
Move to the third base side of the mound, halfway between the pitcher's mound and
second base, tangent to the dirt circle. You have the same responsibilities as with one
man on first plus pickoff plays at all occupied bases.

BASE UMPIRE POSITIONS:
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NO RUNNERS

BALL TO THIRD, SHORTSTOP, OR SECOND BASEMAN (WITH NO PRESSURE):

Bue VIDDIre - is responsible for the play at first. You will try to maintain a 90 degree
angle on all plays. However, it becomes impossible with balls hit to the right side of the
infield. Do the best you can. On the right side go directly at the fielder, watching him field
and throw the ball. Watch the ball halfway across the infield, then bring your eyes to the
bag and get in a set position, square to the bag (10-15 ft. is ideal).

Plate VIDDue - is responsible for the ground rules on an overthrow at first. He comes out
from behind the plate, watching the ball, and moves up the first base line, straddling the
foul line. Watch the throw across the field and stop in a standing set position for the play
at fU'st. In case of an overthrow, the plate umpire should react toward foul territory with
the path of the overthrown ball.

BALL TO THIRD
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TO SHORTSTOP

BALL TO SECOND
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PRESSURE FROM SECOND OR FIRST

PRESSURE FROM SECOND OR FIRST BASE

BaBe VmDire - Move off the line 2-3 steps in foul territory 15-20 feet from the base. Use
this position for all plays you take in foul territory. If you have a fair {foul decision,
straddle the line, make the call, and move into position to call the play. If there is an
overthrow, the base umpire will be responsible for determining whether the ball entered
dead ball territory.

Plate Umoire - Move up to the 45-ft. line to observe the play and be ready to take the
runner into Second Base in the event of an overthrow.
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BALL HIT IN THE IMAGINARY BOX

Bas e UmDire - Come in for an angle and make the call. The base umpire has to
really hustle because he will have a farther distance than nonna! to cover before
reaching his 90 degree angle.

Plate UmDire - In this area, the plate umpire has the fair/foul call for both base lines,
plus whether or not the batter-runner is in the 3-foot running lane. If the batter-runner
is hit with the throw to fU"st, it is the plate umpire's call. The plate umpire has to be
careful that he does not overrun the original play on the ball. If he does, he is then in a
position where he could possibly be hit by the throw.

IMAGINARY BOX
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